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Abstract

Iqbal is one of those poets whose poetry produced

new awareness in Muslims. Iqbal's poetry provided

new awareness to world and awareness to Muslims

of their changing values. He has gained important

room as a national leader. He addressed Muslims

to remain in link with their own civilization and

addressed to follow the good qualities of western

civilization. There is no doubt that Iqbal was one

of those poets and philosophers who were always

in favour of the greatness of Islam and Muslims.

The most important role in Iqbal's poetry is of his

attention. Poetical greatness of his poetry cannot

be understand until we consider the evolution of

his attention.  




















 













 








 






 




















 






 











 





 



















 







 










 













 










 








 






 









 


 












 


 










 





 

























 




























 








 














 
 




 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 




 
 
 
 
 

 




 





